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With the dramatic turnaround in seasonal conditions across large areas of eastern Australia, including many Tableland   
higher rainfall areas, livestock producers are looking to early 2018 sowing opportunities for suitable grazing cereals and 

other forage crops to fill autumn/winter feed gaps. 

Oats: Traditionally are able to be sown into warmer soil temperatures and handle dry times often seen after good early rains, provide good feed options. There 

are a number of suitable forage or winter dual-purpose varieties available for planting in late January or early February if adequate fallow and weed control have 
been implemented. New forage varieties include both Bond and Austin. Bass and Nile are some of the most widely grown winter type oats suitable for early sow-
ings. 

Brassicas: also have a role to play in these cooler environments for early sowings to fill a specific feed gap. There are a range of options from forage rapes, 

turnips and leafy turnips that produce excellent quality feed. Turnips produce a bulb that can be carried forward for winter feed. Leafy turnips are often added to 
oats to provide quick quality feed. 

Annual and Italian ryegrasses: also have advantages in providing quick quality feed and enabling a clean-up phase for future perennial pasture 

sowings. They can also provide quality feed later in the season when oats are coming to an end. Mach1 is a suitable annual and 
Knight a fast establishing Italian ryegrass.                                                                                                                                                                                     
. 

Savvy cocksfoot: is proving a versatile high performing summer active perennial option for many Tableland and high 

rainfall regions. It can be planted in pasture mixes with other perennial species and a range of clovers and herbs to provide op-
tions for a range of environments and differing soil types. 

Information provided by Auswest Seeds, use as a guideline and contact Town and Country Rural Supplies 

for more information 

Special!:            Davey Firefighting Pump 

Davey Firefighting Pump : With the recent dry weather, the possibility of a bushfire needs to 

be addressed. Get in quick with this amazing 5.5 Horse power, Single Impellor Pump.            

Get in quick as there is only 2 left!! Just $650 Incl GST 

GalMAX  FERAL BLOC: 

Max-Loc Feral Bloc pre-fabricated     fence  is  offered  in  

both   a     constant size mesh graduated mesh spacing. 

Graduated mesh spacing      prevent  smaller animals penetrating the fence. Both       style     

fences provide an impact  resistant barricade against marsupials such  as wallabies and kan-

garoos, dogs, pigs and feral animals. 

GalMAX Fencing Max-Loc Field Fencing range is supplied in 2.50mm high tensile heavily gal-

vanised wire. All wires are heavily galvanised for extended life. 

Visit us in Store at 11 Kirkcaldy St or call us on 63324044 for more information and pricing 



Seasonal conditions: 

-Most of Australia has experienced a mixture of dry and wet   periods over 

the spring. This has included some thunderstorm activity through central 

and eastern Australia. 

-Spring rainfall was welcome in many parts of the country and particularly 

in northern Australia, but deficiencies remain in parts of NSW, mid-north 

and western SA,   eastern VIC and eastern TAS. 

-November has been warmer than average in most areas with VIC and 

TAS breaking records for consecutive days of warmer temperatures. 

-A La Nina pattern looks likely during the summer but is forecast to be short

-lived so will only have a weak effect on rainfall and temperatures. As a 

result, the summer rainfall outlook is neutral for much of Australia. 

The Bureau Of Meteorology’s (BOM) 'ENSO watch' is rated at La Nina 

“Alert” which means a 3x chance of La Nina occurring this summer 

Recommended treatments/worm boss outlooks 

Summer Season Conditions  

 The start of summer is a busy time across Australia for parasites and ani-

mal husbandry practices. Below are a few timely treatments and key points 

from this month’s outlooks: 

-The recent warm, moist conditions have driven an increase in Barber's 

Pole infections in sheep down south with high numbers being reported in 

eastern VIC and south-east and coastal      regions of SA. For those in 

seasonal Barber’s Pole zones, it is well worth monitoring sheep with WECs 

at intervals throughout the summer and treat once Barber’s Pole has been 

identified. For more information on managing Barber’s Pole over summer, 

see the Barber’s Pole Tech Note below. 

-For those regions of Australia where liver fluke occurs in cattle, a     sum-

mer fluke treatment may be required where there are heavy fluke burdens, 

or the spring dose was missed.  

-Rising temperatures in Northern Australia will see an increase in      bur-

dens of tick and buffalo fly on cattle. Monitor stock and treat as    required 

when parasite numbers reach specific thresholds. 

-In the higher rainfall sheep regions, summer drenching is well underway. If 

producers are unsure of whether they need to drench, conducting some 

Worm Egg Counts will enable assessment of actual worm burdens and 

producers can drench accordingly.  

Treatment of worms in sheep 

When choosing a drench to treat worms in  sheep, three key criteria are 

important to address. An efficiency  of 100%, a short length of activity and 

a combination drench to reduce resistance are all key factors. Triple combi-

nation drenches such as Triguard, are a good choice for summer drench-

ing as the 3 drench actives provide a greater chance for effective removal 

of worms from the sheep. Triguard also provides cobalt and                                                                      

selenium supplements.  

The benefits of Triguard:  

* Combined power of 3 actives together  

* No on farm mixing 

* Kills worms resistant to white, clear, or ML drenches  

*Delays resistance 

*Stable formulation 

* High potency with broad-spectrum activity  

* Proven in the field 

 

Call in and see us at 11 Kirkcaldy St    

or call us on 63324044 for more information on summer 

drenching and other products 

Dates to Remember: 

3rd of February : Rydal 96th Annual Show 

10th of February:  

10th of February: The Annual Oberon Show 

13th– 15th of April: The Royal Bathurst Show  

13th– 15th of April: Bathurst Showgirl competition 

February: The Wattle Flat Bronze Thong at Sofala 

Soil & Pasture Health Workshop in Orange: 

On the 10th of February, the Central Tablelands Local Land Services will 

be holding this event to Investigate Soil Physical, Chemical & Biological 

factors driving a healthy and productive system.  We discuss the ideal 

soil conditions needed for adequate legume/pasture growth and       

nutrient cycling. 

This workshop comprises of two half day workshops. 

The second day will be approximately 6 weeks after the first. 

 

Presenter: 

- Phil Cranney from Central Tablelands Local Land Services, 

For more information or to book please contact Phil Cranney on 0458 

745 478  
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